
HOLDFAST is a family 
owned insurance brokerage 
headquartered in Adelaide with 
offices in Alice Springs, Darwin 
and Melbourne. We have been 
around for more than 30 years 
and our job is to make sure 
you are covered should the 
unthinkable happen. 

As members of the Steadfast 
Group we are part of the largest 
insurance broker network 
in Australia and that gives 
us enormous buying power, 
flexibility, and influence when 
negotiating with major insurers  
on your behalf. With Holdfast  
you get access to multiple 
insurance companies, a huge 
range of insurance products, 
competitive pricing, valuable 
advice and helpful service that 
gets the job done.

Get covered today on 1800 465 332    
ADELAIDE  /  ALICE SPRINGS  /  DARWIN  /  MELBOURNE  
www.holdfast.com.au

We can get you covered on and off the water

Boating has always been an adventure and whenever you take to the water in your boat, from 
a dinghy to a superyacht, you are joining the ranks of marine adventurers around the world. 
But, because, it is an adventure, there is always an unknown ahead of you. Both on and off 
the water, there are hazards and risks that can make your adventure a nightmare – storms, 
sandbars, foreign objects, mechanical failure, and thieves are just some of the unknowns 
insurance can help you guard against.

As one of Australia’s leading boat insurance specialists, Holdfast has an unparalleled ability 
to offer advanced cover for a wide range of vessels specific to Australian conditions. We can 
help you face the unknowns on your boating adventures.  

Holdfast Boat Insurance policies include:

  New for old replacement if your boat is a total loss and less than 12 months old

  Agreed value for boat, equipment and accessories

  Accidental damage to motors, with new for old replacement on mechanical  
and electrical components up to 5 years of age

  Berthholders liability

  Penned benefits - nil excess whilst your boat is penned at a named marine or private jetty

  Equipment and accessories - even laptops are covered when used  
for navigational purposes

  Sporting equipment cover - including kayaks, canoes and wave skis  
(excluding whilst in use)

  Liability cover up to $500,000 for accidental discharge of pollutants

  Personal accident cover up to $50,000 paid in weekly benefits

  Emergency towing, search costs and reasonable inspection costs in the event  
of running aground.

Terms & conditions apply.

Let us do the thinking for you.
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Boat Insurance

Insurance. Job done.

Is your  
boat 
insured?


